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The questions of the day?

- How to strengthen the provision of **environmental and social benefits** by land managers?

Key fields of discussion:

- **EC Communication: Future CAP**
- **Mountainous and remote areas**
- **Policy design and impacts**
Future CAP!

• New (3th) **paradigmatic change of the CAP**, or the last missing opportunity...
  – New strategic planning at the member state level including 1. and 2. Pillars
  – new environmental package

• ... first reactions, mostly not positive:
  – Opportunity or a Treat??
Mountainous and remote areas?

- **ANC** under social, natural,... pressures! **CHANGE**!
- **Public money** (ANC, AEM, InvSupport) not enough?
- **Collective actions** with the smart ideas!
- **Market / public** solutions!
  - .... it should be market driven!
- **Role of facilitators**, 
  - .... idea developing and implementing person...
- **Specific support is missing!**
Policy evolution?

- How to **support** cooperation and collective actions more efficiently?
- How to train and assist the ideas developers and implementators?
- Move a part of (ANC?)/AEM support to collective solutions?
- How to improve the **strategic programming and management**?
- ... a lot of work in front of us...
Take home messages?

• **Policy paradigmatic change in CAP**
  – not in mechanisms, but in way how we are doing policy

• **Ideas innovation**
  – Also for policy instrument!

• **Cooperation**
  – collective actions as main concept of ideas implementation

• **Leadership!**
  – All levels: administration, farmers, areas, sectors, ideas...
  – enthusiasm, patient, knowledge
  – How to support the leadership?!
Next steps...

• **PEGASUS**
  – Final meeting in Brussels (Feb 2018) – in the right time at the right place: some ideas from the research and accumulated knowledge

• **We all involved in the CAP should used this time...**
  – without better CAP also good idea about the Europe will die...

• **Thank you Thomas and the team...**